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Illinois Nu of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Doc's Talk with New Members 
October 6, 2010 
BALANCED MAN PROJECT OVERVIEW 
First implemented by Sigma Phi Epsilon in the fall of 1992, the Balanced Man Project is the 
Fraternity's .leadership development program. It is a sell-paced membership experience for 
undergraduates that is based on achievement in the chapter and the community. 
The Balanced Man Project builds brotherhood by developing individual members through 
mentoring and community service. Bro��rhood is also strengthened by developing the group 
through chapter experienti�l learning activities and enhanced Ritual ceremonies. As members 
progress through the challenges, their ability to lead and serve will be tested and, through 
mentoring, nurtured. 
Implementing the Balanced Man Project provides chapters with many advantages including: 
• Group activities which provide increased opportunities for brotherhood and fun; 
• Many different Mentors throughout college, in addition to a Big Brother; 
• Opportunities to impact the community through community service; 
• Improved academic support through mentoring and goal setting; 
• ·New support materials which provide guidance for the personal development of each 
·member; 
• Utilization of community Mentors in addition to alumni volunteers. 
The methods used in the Balanced Man Project for leadership development are: mentoring, 
community involvement, learning by doing, and brotherhood. What follows is a synopsis of 
how each component is utilized in the Fraternity. 
MENTORING 
A mentor is an individual who serves as a· positive role model and is a source of support and 
guidance. A mentor oversees the development of his mentee by teaching, counseling, and 
supporting him in his endeavors. 
When you search for a mentor, seek a person whom you respect because of his talents, values, 
and experience. Your mentor may be older or younger, hut always choose someone from 
whom you can learn and who will provide you with honest feedback and advice. 
After the Sigma Challenge, you will ha�e the opportunity to select a mentor. He will aid you in 
setting personal goals and establishing action plans. Frequently, he will become a lifelong 
friend. The best mentor/mentee relationship� involve regular communication, clear 
expectations, and the sharing of dreams. Mentoring is brotherhood in action! 
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Historically, such relationships are varied and involve different levels of interaction. Examples 
of mentoring relationships are: 
• Vince Lombardi and· the Green Bay Packers 
• Yoda and Luke Sk:ywalker 
• Batman and Robin 
As a mentee, you will have the opportunity to learn. As a mentor, you will have the 
opportunity to teach and positively influence a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. Mentors are the 
stewards of the Fraternity's cardinal principles. 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT I 
By defining your community as your campus and the area surrounding campus (whether it is a 
city, town, or rural area}, expectations for community involvement open up a world of 
activities and opportunities. Community involvement gives you experiences meeting and 
working with many people of different backgrounds and diverse experiences. Through such 
contact and involvement, you will learn what issues face your community, how you can be 
helpful to your community, and how to work well with others. . . 
The Balanced Man Project encourages community involvement in a variety of arenas. 
Specifically, you have opportunities to be involved in campus organizations as both a 
participant and leader, in intramurals, in community operations awareness (i.e. visiting a city 
council meeting), and in service learning. 
Service learning is community service that involves direct contact and personal effort in 
meeting the needs of the community. This type of service involves selfless volunteering that 
impacts your community. Service learning provides you with the opportunity to learn 
from others. 
A service learning project could mean working to feed the homeless, providing day care for the 
children of working mothers, or tutoring adults in a literacy program. It could also mean 
building a house, driving an elderly neighbor to the grocery store, or working in an animal 
shelter. Whatever the size or type of community, the opportunities for service learning are 
plentiful and varied. 
Combined with personal reflection and discussion, service learning can teach you much about 
yourself and your community. For instan�e, ask yourself: 
• What am I learning about and from the people I am working with in my 
community? .. . 
· 
• What am I learning in relation to my on-campus experiences both inside and 
outside the cl8ssroom? 
• What am I learning about society and myself? 
Service learning and other elements of community involvement are critical to leadership 
development. Through such involvement, you will become a balanced individual who has 
developed empathy for his neighbors, a broader world view, and a dedication to responsible 
citizenship for a lifetime. 
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LEARNING BY DOING 
From every experience you have in life you can learn a valuable lesson. While some of these 
experiences are more structured than others, the Balanced Man Project offers a wide range of 
opportunities. You will learn through your involvement in the chapter, on committees, with 
your mentor, and even in more structured. activities. These planned, structured activities are 
generally known as experiential learning activities. 
An experiential learning activity is a planned challenge that requires chapter participation, 
problem-solving, and cooperation. Sig Eps create brotherhood through individual 
contributions to these group activities. Examples of experiential learning include high ropes 
courses, team-building activities such as trust falls, and problem-solving activities such as "The 
Muese" (see The Lexicon). 
The frequency of these "Learning By Doing" activities contributes to the leadership 
development of a chapter's members. You will enhance your self.:.awareness and increase your 
self-confidence. This, in turn, will sharpen your leadership skills. Additionally, they also 
nurture brotherhood by improving chapter communicatio.n, motivation, and cooperation. 
Experiential learning builds and maintains a strong brotherhood! 
BROTHERHOOD 
Men join the Fraternity for fellowship, the opportunity to experience personal growth, and 
brotherhood. It is addressed by providing. many opportunities, both traditional and innovative, 
for the members of the Fraternity to enjoy their college years. The traditional opportunities are 
formals, homecomings, and sharing meals. The innovative opportunities involve groups of men 
participating in community service projects, experiential activities, and mentoring, which 
culminate into chapter celebrations. These celebrations also develop and reinforce the bonds 
of brotherhood. 
The advantage of the Balanced Man Project lies in the fact that the traditional components of 
brotherhood do not change. The first three BMP Building Blocks-mentoring, community 
involvement, and learning by doing-all work together to provide new opportunities for the 
increased enjoyment of fraternal life and brotherhood. The variety of group activities in 
Balanced Man Project chapters results in increased enjoyment of college life and a more 
fulfilling fraternity experience for all those involved. 
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BMP DEFINITIONS 
Action Plan: Each challenge has a section in The Quest which assists a member in the 
achievement of goals by establishing a dated plan. 
Building Blocks : The methods used for membership and leadership development in a 
Balanced Man Chapter. There are four building blocks that act as a thread connecting each of 
the four challenges. They are: mentoring, community involvement, learning by doing, and 
brotherhood. 
Challenge: A set of expectations that a member must complete in a specific period of time. The 
BMP has four challenges (Sigma, Phi, Epsilon, & Brother Mentor). 
Challenge Coordinator: An undergraduate member who is in charge of each challenge. His 
responsibilities include assisting each member in the challenge with the expectations that 
must be completed. There are four Challenge Coordinators (Sigma, Phi, Epsilon, Brother 
Mentor). 
Covenant: A commitment made between each new member and his chapter. Each 
promises to contribute to the development of the other through dedicated service and respect. 
A copy of the document is located on the inside cover of The Quest. 
Expectation: An activity that each member must complete as part of his chapter 
experience. Each challenge of the Balanced Man Project consists of a series of expectations 
that focus on the member's development through personal, chapter, and community 
activities. 
Fellow: A member who has applied to be in the Fellow Challenge, has completed the 
expectations for that challenge relating to service, leadership, and academics, and has been 
acknowledged by the Grand Chapter as a Sigma Phi Epsilon Fellow. 
Journey of Brotherhood: Defines the very essence of the project. Brotherhood (like success) is 
not a destination. It is a journey. 
Implementation: The process of integrating the Balanced Man Project into a chapter's 
operations. 
The Lexicon: A complete resource book for the VP Development. It serves as an idea bank for 
members as they search for new, creative ways to meet the expectations of each challenge. 
Information on goal setting, mentor development, and experiential learning is included. 
Lifetime Membership Fee: A one time fee of $220 is paid when a man joins. 
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Membership Lapsing: If a member does not complete a challenge in the required time, his 
membership is rescinded and he is removed from the roles of the fraternity. 
Mentor: A guide who shares his knowledge and experience with a less experienced 
member to ensure success throughout the chapter, college, and life. During a member's 
college experience, he will have four different mentors from whom he can learn and benefit. 
Milestones: Questions at the end of each challenge which will guide a member in reflecting upon 
his experience in that challenge. This reflection will better prepare him to mentor a less 
experienced man in the future. 
Rite of Passage: A Ritual ceremony in which a member moves on to the next challenge. For· 
example, the Phi Rite of Passage is conducted when a man moves in to the Phi Challenge. 
The Quest: The workbook which charts a members journey through the BMP. 
Volunteer Challenge Coordinators: Volunteers who assist the undergraduate coordinators in 
each challenge. 
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SIGMA CHALLENGE 
Objective To Adjust and Assimilate into the Chapter and Campus Community 
Duration �weeks 
Expectations 
Self 
• Complete the Sigma Challenge Action Plan with your Mentor. 
• Develop three personal written goals. 
• Review and understand the symbols of the Fraternity. 
• View the "Academic Success" video. Discuss it and complete "The Keys to Success" with 
your Mentor. 
• Complete the Milestones section of this challenge. 
• Recruit your Mentor for the Phi Challenge. 
Chapter 
• Complete the Covenant on the inside cover of The Quest. 
• Complete and send to Headquarters the new member form. 
• Be an active participant in the chapter's recruitment efforts. 
• Become acquainted with the men of the chapter. 
• Review "Part III-Responsibility: Sigma Phi Epsilon" in The Lifetime Responsibility of 
Brotherhood with your Mentor. 
Community 
• Participate in a community service project. 
• Participate in the chapter's Campus Orientation Program. 
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Objective To Understand the Benefits of Fraternalism 
Duration 12 weeks-I year 
Expectations 
Self 
• Complete the Phi Challenge Action Plan with your Mentor. 
• Develop three personal written goals. 
• Address "Respect for Self and Others" issues: 
A: Substance Abuse: Alcohol and Other Drugs 
B: Relationships: Diversity, Sexism, Date Rape 
C: Health: AIDS, Weight, Time, Money 
• Develop gentlemanly behavior: etiquette and sportsmanship. 
• Complete the Milestones section of this challenge. 
• Recruit your Mentor for the Epsilon Challenge. 
Chapter 
• Participate in the planning of the chapter's experiential learning event. 
• Be an active participant in the chapter's recruitment efforts. 
• Discuss chapter operations with your Mentor. 
• Volunteex: as a Mentor to a member in the Sigma Challenge. 
• Become involved in intramurals. 
Community 
• Participate in a community service project. 
• Be actively involved in at least one campus organization. 
• Attend an IFC/Panhellenic/NPHC meeting or executive committee meeting . 
• Meet with the Greek Advisor-either alone or with a group of members in the Phi 
Challenge. 
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EPSILON CHALLENGE 
Objective To Explore the Issues a Servant Leader Faces 
Duration_ 12 weeks-I year 
Expectations 
Self 
• Complete the Epsilon Challenge Action Plan with your Mentor. 
• Develop three personal written goals. 
• Participate in a mentor development program. 
• Address values and ethics. 
• Enhance your appreciation of the arts (language, classics, fine arts). 
• Complete the Milestones section of this challenge. 
• Recruit your Mentor for the Brother Mentor Challenge. 
Chapter 
• Serve as a member of a chapter committee. 
• Participate in the planning of the chapter's service project. 
• Be an active participant in the chapter's recruitment efforts. 
• Volunteer as a Mentor to a member in the Phi Challenge. 
Community 
• Design and implement an individual service project (minimum 30 hours). 
• Serve as a leader in another organization. 
• Enhance your knowledge of at least one aspect of community operations such as 
attending a city council meeting. 
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BROTHER MENTOR CHALLENGE 
Objective 
Duration 
To Develop and Utilize the Skills of a Servant Leader 
Until graduation, provided the member continues to meet the 
requirements of membership. ' . ' 
-
Expectations 
Self 
·. '  
• Complete the Brother Mentor Challenge Action Plan with your Mentor. 
• Develop three personal written goals. 
• Work on your resume each semester. 
• Complete the Milestones section of this· challenge. 
• OPTIONAL: Declare intent to become a Fellow. 
Chapter 
• Serve in some capacity as a chapter leader. 
• Continue your intramural involvement. 
• Be an active participant in the chapter's recruitment efforts. 
• Volunteer as a Mentor to a member in the Epsilon Challenge. 
Community 
• Participate as a leader in a campus organiz.ation. 
• Continue to participate in community service (minimum is participation in the chapter's 
service project). 
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FELLOW CHALLENGE 
**A member must complete an application process to be admitted to this challenge. 
The Sigma Phi Epsilon Fellow should exemplify the essence of what the.Fraternity embodies: 
virtue, diligence, and brotherly love. This brother must show excellence in academics, leadership, 
and above all, service to his fellow man. The Sigma Phi Epsilon Fellow models the ideal of the 
Balanced Man. 
To become a Fellow Candidate, a member must: 
• Have at least a 3.0 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
• Have served as a leader in at least one campus organiz.ation. 
• Submit a completed application, including the service project description and 
recommendations. 
• Attain a majority vote of the Balanced Man Project Advisory Committee. 
To become a Sigma Phi Epsilon Fellow, a Fellow Candidate must: 
• Have gone through the Brother Mentor Rite of Passage. 
• Have completed his proposed 500 hour or 60 day service project and addressed the five 
critical areas of community service. 
• Submit a final summary report to the Balanced Man Project Advisory Committee. 
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The Creed of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
I believe in the American college fraternity. I believe in Sigma Phi Epsilon. I believe in this 
Fraternity because it would have me strive in every way to live up to the high principles for 
which it stands. These are Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love. 
I believe that the word Virtue is an inclusive term : that it is not enough that I be merely 
passively virtuous: I must be positive on virtue's behalf. Therefore, I will stand aggressively for 
honesty in all walks of life, and I will speak cleanly , play ·cleanly, and live cleanly. Whenever I 
can, I will oppose lawlessness ana vice. · 
I believe that unless I succeed in being Diligent, I cannot be a good Fraternity member. 
Believing that my Fraternity can be no greater than any of its members, I shall strive to make it 
so high and so worthy that men will consider it an honor and privilege to belong to it, and will 
strive to be admitted to it. I will not offer concessions to an individual to secure his affiliation, for 
thus making concessions makes the man more noteworthy than the Fraternity and hence only 
succeeds in lowering it in his estimation as well as mine. 
I believe that Brotherly Love must be given in order to be received, and that it cannot exist 
without triumph of the principles of Virtue and Diligence, for these are essential parts of it. 
I believe that a man will be made better for having been a member of my Fraternity. I know that 
I cannot expect the Neophyte to be a finished product. Rather I will try to discover whether or 
not the environment and contact of men with high ideals will make of him a good Fraternity ' . 
man. 
I believe that as a good Fraternity member I must share a rich kinship of spirit with my brothers . 
Yet I realize that the members must be men of diversified abilities and talents. Among them are 
to be found the scholar, the athlete, the builder and craftsman, and the organization leader. But 
the scholar cannot make a fraternity. Nor can the athlete. Nor the craftsman. The good 
Fraternity member must be par excellent in manhood. 
I believe that to be a good member I must be loyal to my Fraternity. In order to be loyal to it, I 
must love it. In order to love it I must strive constantly to make it worthy of my love. To be loyal 
to my Fraternity, I must gain a knowledge of it so that I may understand it. I have an obligation 
to understand what brotherhood means. 
I believe that in any organized society group rights and privileges are based on individual rights 
and privileges; that in my Fraternity I possess the same rights and privileges and have the 
same duties as my fellow members. Therefore, I shall at all times duly respect the rights of 
others. 
I believe that obedience to the laws of my community and my country is essential to good 
citizenship; that the laws and rules of my Fraternity and my chapter are intended to regulate the 
actions of its members, one with another, and that without fidelity to those laws and rules I 
cannot be a good citizen and a worthy member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
I believe I should be generous with the faults of a brother, as I should wish him to be with mine. 
"No one could tell me where 
my soul might be; I searched 
for God but He eluded me; · 
I sought my Brother out 
and found all three." 
Ernest Howard Crosby 
THE SIGMA Pm EPSILON FRATERNITY 
THE CARDINAL PRINCIPLES AND THE BALANCED MAN 
CONCEPT 
The introduction of the Balanced Man Concept to the Fraternity in 1 989 was 
heralded as a great step forward for our Fraternity. The efforts to implement its tenets, 
however, have caused confusion on the part of some of our members, particularly with 
regard to the proper relationship between the Cardinal Principles and the Balanced Man 
Concept. It is apparent that this relationship needs to be clarified. 
There was and is no intent on the part of the proponents of the Balanced Man 
Concept to displace the Cardinal Principles of the Fraternity. The Ritual of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon clearly states that Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love are the Cardinal 
Principles of the Fraternity. The Ritual is the most highly conserved document in the 
Fraternity's history; as demonstrated at the last three Conclaves, the 1 907 version and the 
current version are virtually identical at their core, and the only variations between the 
two are minor wording changes to update the language. Therefore, the Ritual remains 
our primary guide as a Fraternity. The Ritual of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity is an 
historic and singular document. No other :fraternity has our Ritual. It is at the core of our 
success as the leading :fraternity in the world, and it is the ultimate source of our 
uniqueness. The Cardinal Principles, as stated in our Ritual, are based on Judeo-Christian 
thought and tradition that extend back over 3000 years. As such they are time-tested and 
venerated. They are what define us; they are what we strive for as a Fraternity. Pursuit 
of Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love remains the overarching Goal of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. 
The Balanced Man Concept is an equally ancient and venerable idea, hailing from 
the Golden Age of ancient Greece over 2500 years ago. As Grand Chapter President Bill 
Tragos pointed out in his keynote address at the 4 7th Grand Chapter Conclave, the 
Balanced Man Concept was at the core of ancient Athenian philosophy, and Athens was 
the first great democracy. This is therefore no new idea, but a very ancient and valuable 
one that is being revived for use in the modem world by our Fraternity. The question that 
remains is how this ancient and venerated idea can be compatible with the Cardinal 
Principles in the life of the Fraternity. 
Since it is clear that the Ritual has defined for all of time that our Cardinal 
Principles of Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love are the ultimate goal of the Fraternity, 
and that their pursuit should be the ultimate goal of every member of the Fraternity, the 
question really becomes one of defining how the Balanced Man Concept is to be 
compatible with them. Since this concept of balance is new to those young men who 
have not studied ancient Greece and its philosophies, it would be helpful to translate the 
concept into terms that are familiar and meaningful to them in the modem world. 
Aristotle was the ancient Greek who most clearly elucidated the concept of 
Balance; he spoke of a correct balance between the two extremes that exist for each 
parameter that can be used to define human thought and human behavior. For example, 
for the parameter of tolerance, people can either be tolerant of everything, and therefore 
set no standards in their lives, or intolerant of everything, and therefore wish to force 
everyone into their own mold (and be insufferable to the rest of us). The proper and ideal 
balance lies somewhere in the middle. This is Aristotle's Doctrine of the Mean. For each 
parameter, there are two extremes, and for each of us the goal becomes moderation of the 
two extremes in order to strive to find the ideal mean, or balance, between the two. In 
that way, Aristotle believed we would all end up living good lives in the pursuit of 
balance and moderation in all things. 
One of the best modern authors to utilize the concept of balance in our lives is 
Stephen Cov,ey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. Mr. Covey extended 
and transformed the concept of balance, by selecting specific behaviors that lead to 
greater balance and personal success. He listed seven specific behaviors that have been 
shown to lead to effectiveness and personal success when pursued by an individual who 
seeks to live a life of balance. He speaks first of three which lead to what he calls Private 
Victory. The first, BE PROACTIVE, encourages each of us to THINK AHEAD, and to 
take whatever steps are necessary to prevent a problem from developing. But to do this, 
first we must think. This is the beginning of Sound Mind, as the Fraternity defines part 
of the Balanced Man Concept. The second, BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND, 
encourages us to set a goal and move towards it. This implies actions through time, and 
to get to the end we must be healthy and fit. This is the beginning of Sound Body, to 
complete the Fraternity definition of the Balanced Man Concept. 
Balance in two dimensions requires only a single ideal Mean. Balance between 
more than two choices requires a third dimension, just as the minimum number of legs 
necessary for a chair to be stable is three. Mr. Covey next proposes a third habit, PUT 
FIRST THINGS FIRST. Implicit in this is judgment, which each of us must exert based 
upon our own internal ethical beliefs and value systems in order to define which things 
should come first. In other words, in order to prioritize multiple objectives, we must first 
have some internal guidance system that defines a value system for each of us. This is 
the beginning of Sound Spirit, which the ancient Greeks believed was the logical result of 
Sound Mind, Sound Body, and which is unspoken but implicit in the Balanced Man 
Concept. This is the critical interface between The Balanced Man Concept and the 
Cardinal Principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon, since it is to be expected of each member of 
our Fraternity that we will use Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love as our value system 
when making judgments. 
Mr. Covey speaks of a proper adherence to these three habits as Private Victory, 
since each of them is an internal and individual behavior that does not relate to 
interaction with others. This is analogous to an individual living in personal Balance 
between Strong Mind, Strong Body and Strong Spirit, which was the ultimate goal 
proposed by the ancient Greeks for an individual to live a good, healthy and moral life. 
This is the gift of the Balanced Man Concept to each member of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity; it is offered as a means by which we can live a good life and further our 
pursuit of the Cardinal Principles. In other words, the Cardinal Principles are what we 
seek, and the Balanced Man Concept is how we seek them. Therefore, there is no 
conflict between the two ideas, but rather a harmonious cooperation when both are 
properly understood. 
Mr. Covey speaks of three more habits that involve our interactions with others, 
and with each other. His fourth habit, THINK WIN/WIN, advises us to examine the 
goals of others with whom we interact, and to strive to find a way that they can win 
something they want at the same time we win something we want. In other words, we 
should strive to find a compromise that gives each party a win. The fifth habit, SEEK 
FIRST TO UNDERSTAND, ... THEN TO BE UNDERSTOOD, is a model of how we 
should communicate with each other. The point is that it is best to listen to someone else 
in order to understand their goals and to gain a window on their internal value system, 
and only then to try to frame our own expression of our objectives and our concerns. 
This gives each of us the opportunity to take the concerns and motivation of the other 
partY into account as we communicate. The sixth habit, SYNERGIZE, advises us to 
interlock the strengths of each individual in an organization in such a way that the 
weaknesses of the group are offset, and the resulting whole is greater than the sum of the 
parts. These three all require the participation of more than one individual, and therefore 
are what Mr. Covey calls the Public Victory. The Private Victory is the road to personal 
independence, whereas the Public Victory is the road to interdependence, which is itself 
the ideal balance between the extremes, the pathology of codependence and the 
pathology of excessive independence. As such, this Public Victory is an ideal model for 
each chapter in Sigma Phi Epsilon, to live their lives as a chapter in balance. 
· · ·  The Private Victory is the path of each individual to Independence, which· 
requires the personal choice of that individual to pursue the path and to live a life of 
balance. When we say in Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity that we recruit Balanced Men, 
what we mean is that we seek to add to our membership those individuals who have 
demonstrated and are willing to continue to demonstrate an adherence to the practice of 
the Balanced Man Concept in their lives, in pursuit of the Cardinal Principles. These are 
individual choices and define core behavior for an individual. They are therefore choices 
that must be made by the individual, since it is exceedingly rare for external forces of any 
sort to effectively change an individual's core behavior. As leaders in our Fraternity, the 
best that Chapter Counselors, Alumni Boards, and the many volunteers and staff of the 
National organization can do is to provide our new members with opportunities to 
understand the concepts involved and to provide them the facilities in which to strive for 
Private Victory. 
The Public Victory provides us with tools that we can use to build Balanced 
Chapters. We can work with the individual members of each chapter to understand these 
three habits in a way that makes our chapters better and more effective, in pursuit of 
Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love. Consistently recruiting only those individuals who 
have demonstrated a willingness to pursue the balances necessary for Private Victory 
gives us the building blocks for building strong chapters, and the gift that we give them in 
return (through our Ritual) is the pursuit of Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love. 
Working with our chapters through effective Brotherhood/Leadership Development 
Programs gives them the tools that they need to build Balanced Chapters and the gift that 
they give back in return is the gift that Sigma Phi Epsilon would present to the world, 
namely Building Balanced Leaders for the World's Communities. 
The seventh habit, SHARPEN THE SAW, lies outside the domain of the Balance 
that is the Private Victory and the Balance of the Public Victory. It encompasses them 
both, and is the counterbalance to both. It is the balance of work versus leisure, which 
keeps us refreshed and healthy in order to pursue our goals. It is NOT the point of the 
Cardinal Principle of Diligence to pursue saw-sharpening exercises to the neglect of the 
other habits. We remain a social fraternity because we recognize that the seventh habit is 
the critical counterbalance to the other six, but we have become and will remain the 
greatest fraternity only by keeping ALL of these habits in balance. 
It therefore should be the objective of each of us who work with new members of 
our Fraternity to demonstrate the complete compatibility of the Cardinal Principles and 
the Balanced Man Concept, within the framework of the Fraternity as a whole and within 
the frameworks of their individual lives. We must strive to help them understand the 
need and the appropriateness for exhibiting balance in their lives, and for seeking out new 
members who also will seek to lead lives in balance. Furthermore, we should strive to 
teach them the tools that they need in order to build balance in their chapters. Our 
chapters remain their best opportunities to learn to live in balance. Finally, we must 
never forget that the whole point of learning to live a life in balance in a chapter in 
balance is to pursue our Cardinal Principles of Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love, and 
thereby to build Balanced Leaders for the World's Communities, leaders who will 
exemplify the Principles of Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love. 
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HAZING POLICY FOR ALL RECOGNIZED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Since the time of its founding, Eastern Il l inois University h as developed a comprehensive a nd 
stimulating curricu lu m which offers an education in the liberal arts and sciences and in professional areas . 
The primary goal of the University's program is to provide excellent instruction a nd an educational 
e nvironment which will produce broadly educated responsible citizens who are prepared to seNe and to 
lead in a free society . Academic instruction and co-curricular activities couple to meet the goals of Eastern 
Il l inois U niversity. All members of the University community must be provided the o pportunity to function 
to the best of the ir i ndividual abilities. One activity which has been an inhibit ing factor in achieving the 
above stated purpose is the practice of hazing . 
Althoug h  hazing has concentrated itself in the social Greek community. other recognized student 
organizations are not u ntouched by this unacceptable pract ice . Therefore. this policy shall apply to all 
recognized student organizations. 
H azing Def ined : 
Eastern Illinois University defines hazing as any act or action taken, however 
communicated, involving or resulting In abusive physical contact or mental 
harassment to a member or prospective member, whether on or off the 
organization/fraternity/sorority premises, campus, or place where chapters or 
prospective members meet, designed to or the result of which is to produce 
excessive mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment or harassment. 
Eastern Illinois U niversity do es not condone or to lerate any acts of hazing, harassment or 
humiliation. Any such acts which interfere with scho lastic act ivit ies. which are not consistent with frat erna l 
law. state or federal law. or the University regulations and policies are expressly forbidden .  Students or 
chapters who cause infractions are subject to d isciplinary actio n .  
STATE OF ILLINOIS HAZING LAW 
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General Assembly as 
of August 11, 1995: 
Sec. s. HAZING - A person commits hazing who knowingly requires the performance of any act 
by a stude nt or other person in a school, college, university, or other educational Institution of this 
State, for the pu.rpose of induction or admission Into any group, organization, or society associated 
or connected with that institution If: 
(a) the act is not sanctioned or authorized by that educational Institution; and 
(b) the act results In bodily harm to any person. 
Sec. 1 o. SENTENCE - Hazing Is a Class A misdemeanor, except hazing that results In death or 
great bodily harm Is a Class 4 felony. 
Hazing will be determined as an activity of the organization when: 
1. The organization was aware of the impending action. evidence of which might be a vote having 
been taken by the organization. regardless of the outcome . 
2. The action origina ted or took place on property owned or controlled by the organization. 
3. One or more officers were aware of the planned activity and did nothing to stop it from happening . 
4. Organization members or officers knew of the incident and refused to supply the University with 
any information regarding the incident. 
Hazing activities & situations Include, but are not limited to the followlng acts: 
1. Pre-pledging. illeg al pledging, or underground activ ities. 
2. Acts of mental and physical abuse including, but not limited to paddling. slapping. kicking. pushing. 
yelling. biting. duck-walking, belittling, excessive exercise. beating or physical abuse of any kind. 
and the consumption of so-called "Greek foods". 
3. Dietaries of any kind. i.e. special diet plans . 
4. Late work activities beyond 10:00 p.m. or early morning activities before 8:00 a.m. which may 
intertere with scholastic work. 
5. Sleep deprivation; act ivities that deprive prospective members of the opportunity for suffic ient sleep 
(six hours per day). 
6. Encouraging or forcing use of alcohol or drugs. 
7. Any type of scavenger hunt. quests. road trip or any activity that would endanger a prospective 
member or others. 
8. Stroking or physically touching in an indecent or inappropriate manner. 
9. Morally degrading or humiliating activities which prospective members are required to perform that 
cause ex t reme embarrassment or which are contrary to the individual's moral values or religious 
beliefs. 
1 o. Any activi ty in violation of federal and state laws/statutes, University polic ies or national fraternal 
laws . 
11. Activities that subject prospective members to public nu isance. spectacle and buffoonery. 
12. Forgery. alte ration , a nd falsification of University or Fraternal. �e.c.9rds and documents. 
·• 
13. Aiding or abe tting theft. fraud, embezzlement of funds. destruction of ·personal or private property. 
or academ ic misconduct. · 
14. Any request or action that results in the misuse, or mismanagement of a prospective member's 
personal property. e.g .. car. clothing. jewelry. money. etc .. 1 . .  
15. Publ icly wearing apparel which is biza,rre and not normally in good tast�. 
HAZING .POLICY ENFORCEMENT 
S hou ld haz ing act ivit ies come to the attention of any me mber of '  the Univers ity .  the activity s hould 
be reported to the Office of Student . Life· or the .Office of ,Jud ic ia l  Affairs. · ;  . • . 
; , . ·  . · , ' : ' . . 
. ' •. ::- ! i� 
The p rocess for dea l ing with al leged hazing I ncidents shall be as fol lows. 
1 .  Upo n rece ipt of  the complaint.  the 
� incident shal l  be. investigated by the Office of Student L i fe . I n 
specia l c i rcumstances . a recognized student organization may be placed o n  I nter im Suspen sion 
pe nding an i nvestigation by the Office of Student Life ,  regarding an al leged vio lation of U n ivers ity 
regu lations .  This act ion wi l l  be take n only in those s ituations where there is reasonable cause to 
bel ieve t hat a recognized student orga n iz ation's act ions a re of such a nat u re as to pose a c lear 
and present threat of harm o r  injury to pe rsons a nd/or damage to property. During the I nterim 
Suspen s ion . the organization is required to cease al l  o rganizational operations and activit ies .  
2. Shou ld the i nvestigation substantiate a violation of this pol icy. a Judicial re\Ciew meeting shal l  be 
held.  at which the organization may respond to the findings presented by the Office of Student L ife . 
The orga nizat ion shal l  be notified in writ ing at least three (3) days i n  advance of a l l  charg e s  and 
the hea ring date .  
3 .  . The judicial review me et ing wil l  be conducted by the Office of Student Life (or designee} . ·  i n  a 
s imi lar  manner as th at provided for individuals by the Student Conduct Code . 
4. The f i nd ing s and recommendatio n of the Off ice of Student Life shal l  be presented to the 
o rga n izat ion in writing . The o rganizatio n  shal l  have 48 hou rs to accept or decl ine sa id 
reco mme ndat ion (s ) . 
5. The reco mme ndatio n(s) of the Office of Student Life wi l l  be forwarded to the Vice Pre sident for 
Student Affairs . and may be appealed. Student o rgan izat ions which have been assessed 
d iscipl ina ry  sanct io ns may f i le  for an appeal  within 72 hou rs .  
6 .  Should t h e  student organ izat ion have national  aff i l iat ion or  inco rporation . the nat ional  office shal l  
be noti f ied o f  the a l leged incident and the resu lts i n  writ ing with in one ( 1 ) we ek. 
7 The reco mme ndatio n (s) of the Office of Student Lite wi l l  be forwarded to the U n ive rsity Judicial 
H e a ring Off ice (or  designee) fo r further  discip l inary review. 
8 .  Judicial review meetings shal l  b e  closed. 
Should the hearing substantiate an occurrence of hazing, the Office of Student L ife wil l  
recommend the sanction authorized below that best suits the severity of the hazing Incident. 
1 .  C E N S U R E  
Censu re may include the required completion of a program des ig ned with t h e  i ntent o f  e l iminat ing 
ha zing . The program wil l  be devised by the Judicia l  Hearing Off icer. the Office of Student Life and 
the  organ ization·s off icers and advisors . The program wil l  be monitored by the Off ice of Student 
Life . 
2. P R O B ATION 
The organization wi l l  be placed on probation for  one calendar year. Conditio ns of the probat io n 
wi l l  be dete rmined by the Office of Student Life and outl ined i n  writi ng for the organization.  
3 .  S U S P E N SION 
The o rgan izat io n shal l  be  suspended. The terms of the suspension s ha l l  be  def ined in t he 
s a nct io n .  includ ing crit er ia that the organ ization must meet within a specif ied period of t ime to be 
co ns idered for re newal of Un iversity recognit ion status .  
4 .  REV OCATION 
The o rganizat io n  wi l l  have i ts status as a recognized student organ ization revoked. with loss of 
al l  U n iversity reco gnition and privileges. The national  off ice of an organization so aff i l iated wi l l  be 
requ ested to cancel the charter of the organ ization . 
I n  add ition to enforcement of this policy regarding student o rganizat i ons, t he U n i versity may 
i n i t iate appropriate d iscip l inary act ion against ind ividual students for v iolat ions of t he Student 
Cond uct Code a risi n g  from the Incident.  
INJe, t h e  undersigned, have read and understand the terms and conditions of t h is pol icy and 
hereby a g ree to comply with the pol icy as herein stated. Furthermore, any v iolatlon(s) of t h is pol icy 
wil l  result  i n  discip l i n a ry action. 
Orga nizat ion Date 
President  Telephone Nu mber 
Adviso r Telephone Number 
This Hazi n g  Pol icy m ust be returned to the Office of Student life, 31 6 ,U nlversity Un ion, before the 
orga nization wi l l  be e l ig ible for recognition.  
Rev. 6. 96 ; . ; .  
ONE BODY, MANY PARTS 
The b ody is a unit , though it is ma de up of many parts; a nd tho ugh 
a ll its pa rts a re m.a ny, they form one body. So it is with Christ .  For we 
were a ll b ap t ized by one spirit into one body - whether Jews or 
Gre eks, sla ve or fre e  - and we were a ll given the one spirit to drink. 
Now the b ody is not made up of one part but of many. If the foot 
should say," Because I a m  not a h a nd, I do not belong to the body, " it 
would not for tha t  rea son cease to be part of tha t  body. And if the 
ea rs should say/' b eca use I a m  not a n  eye,  I do not b e long to the 
b ody, , ,  it would not for tha t  reason cease to b e  part of the body.  If 
the whole body were a n  eye, where would the sense of hearing b e"?  If 
the whole body were a n  ear, where would the sense of smell b e? But in 
fac t  God h a s  a rrange d  the p a rts of the body, every one of them, jus t  
as  h e  wa nted them to b e .  If they were a ll one part, where would the 
b ody be? As i l  is, there are ma ny p arts, b u t  one body. 
The eye c a nnot say to the hand/' I don't need you! ,, a n d  th e hea d 
cannot say to th e  feet ," I don't need you! ,, On the contrary, those 
p a rts of the body tha t seem to be wea ker are indisp e nsa b le, and the 
parts tha t  we think a re less honora b le we tre a t  with specia l h onor. 
And th e pa rts th a t  are unprese nta b le a r:� trea ted with sp ec ia l 
modesty, while ou r prese nta b le pa rts need n o  spec ia l trea tment.  But 
God has combined the members of the body and has given grea ter 
h onor to the parts tha t lacked it, so tha t there should b e  no division in 
th e  body, but tha t its parts should ha ve equa l concern for each other. 
If one part s uffers, e very part s uffers with it; if one p art is 
h onored, e very p a rt rejoices with it .  
1 Corinthia ns 1 2: 1 2-26,NIV 
Lessons From Geese 
(Based on the work of Milton Olson) 
. The following was transcnOed from a speech given by Angeles ,Arrien at the 199 1  
American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) conference and was based on the work 
of Milton Olson. It circulated to Outward Bound staff throughout the United States. 
Fact 1 :  As each goose flaps its wings it creates an "uplift" for the birds that follow. By flying in 
a "v" fonnation, · the whole flock adds 71% greater flying range than if each bird flew alone. 
Lesson:  People who share a conunon direction and sense of conununity can get where they are 
· going quicker and easier because they are traveling on the thrust of one another. 
Fact 2: When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance offlying 
alone. It quickly moves back into fonnation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird 
immediately in front ofit. Lesson: If we have as much sense as a goose, we stay in fonnation 
with those headed where we want to go. We are willing to accept their help and give our help to 
others. 
Fact 3: When the lead goose tires, it rotates back into the formation to take advantage of the 
lifting power of the bird immediately in front of it. Lesson: It pays to take turns doing the hard 
tasks and sharing leadership. As with geese, people are interdependent on each other's skills, 
capabilities and unique arrangements of gifts, talents or resources. 
Fact 4: The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front to keep up their speed. 
Lesson: We need to make sure our honking is encouraging. In groups where there is 
encouragement, the production is much greater. The power of encouragement (to stand by one's 
heart or core values encourage the heart and core of others) is the quality of honking we seek. 
Fact 5: When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot down, two geese drop out of formation and 
follow it down to help and protect it. They stay with it until it dies or is able to fly again. Then, 
they launch out with another formation or catch up with the flock. Lesson: If we have as much 
sense as geese, we will stand by each other in difficult times as well as when we are strong. 
:i>igma l}bi <tEpsilon 
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PREAMBLE 
The following are ha.�·ic expectativnsfor membership in Sigma Phi Epsilon and shall he 
considered guidelines for proper behavior of its members. A ny violation of but not 
limited to, these guidelines, shall be dealt with by the Standards Board in accordance 
with Chapter By-laws and Grand Chapter Policies and Procedures. These guidelines 
shall he distributed to all members at the time o.ltheir joining the chapter and shall be 
reviewed by the Chapter at the beginning of each semester. 
ARTICLE I: HOUSE RULES 
I .  Members shall respect the property of others and therefore will not abuse or 
to lerate the abuse of property. 
2 .  Anyone caught vandalizing will be charged accordingly and will be unable to 
attend the next social function. Payment of repairs will be due within (5) days o f  
notice of charges (Unless the amount i s  excessive in which case the Standards 
Board along with the VP Finance should make further arrangements. 
3 .  Residents, Chapter members, and their guests are responsible fo r  actions in the 
house and on the property which includes cleaning up trash. 
4.  Each member living in the Chapter House will fulfill their cleaning responsibility 
when assigned in a prompt manner. 
5 .  Alcohol, Food and Drink will not be consumed in the Charter Room & all bikes 
will be kept in the designated area of the basement. 
6.  Possession of  illegal substances will be grounds for immediate expulsion following 
the due process as described in the chapter and Grand chapter by-laws. 
7. Members will adhere to all University Housing Rules and Policies while in the 
Chapter House. 
ARTICLE II: PERSONAL STANDARDS 
1 .  Members shall strive for academic achievement and will practice academic 
integrity. 
* Any member with grades below the minimum 2.4 for 2 consecutive 
semesters will be expelled. 
2 .  Members shall meet financial obligations in a timely manner. 
$tgma flu i <!Epsilcil1 
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3 .  Members \\ i l l  d ress appro pr iate ly fr) r chapter meet ings and campus activ i t ies.  
-L  Members shal l exhibit respo ns ib le co nduct at al l  t imes. since perso nal act io ns 
re flect no t o nly o n  ind ividuals. but upo n the ent ire c hapter and other Greek Letter 
o rgan izat ions . 
5 .  Members shall acknowledge that they are responsible fo r  their act io ns under the 
influence o f  alcoho l .  
6 .  Any member invo lved in a personal conflict with a fellow brother should seek to 
reso lve the dispute peacefully and privately. If this course of actio n  does not work 
then the dispute should be taken to the Standards Board for further action. 
7. Members shall attend weekly chapter meetings being excused ONLY for reasons 
such as class or illness. 
* 
* 
* 
Members must stay throughout the entire chapter meeting 
3 unexcused absences a year will bring their membership for review by the 
Standards Board. 
Home may only be used 2 times as an excused absence. 
8 .  Members shall acknowledge the importance o f  the ritual and therefore only be 
excused from attendance for reasons of class or illness. 
* Member behavior at the Ritual must be responsible and appropriate. 
* Fully Initiated Brothers attendance at Epsilon right of Passage is mandatory 
and to be excused for reasons explained above they must speak with the 
Chaplain or President . Any brother who is unexcused for 2 initiations may 
be expelled. 
9.  Members shall acknowledge that involvement in the Chapter' s activities is  required 
and that only by giving without reservation of their time and talents to the 
Fraternity will they receive its full benefits and rewards. Lack of involvement and 
devotion towards the Chapter's Cardinal Principles shall be grounds for expulsion. 
l 0. Members will expect other members to abide by these guidelines and will confront 
those who violate them. 
B u s t ed For Drinkin g in Ch arl es t on 
Fact Sh eet 
/ ;,. . � 
:/ : . [ 
Mos t  like ly time to get arrested ' is . bar c l o s ing time . 
Mo s t  of the time , the parents find out . 
Charle ston· has the law enforcement resources to inve stigate 
and pros ecute crimes that some bigger towns have no time for . 
Exampl e s : Vandalism , The ft of Streetsigns , Pake IDs . 
OFFENSE 
Consumption/Possession of 
Alcohol by a Minor - State Law 
Consumption/Possession of 
Alcohol by a Minor - City 
Ordinance 
Selling or Giving Alcohol to a 
Minor 
Possession of Cannabis 
Possession of a Fm LD., or 
Someone Else's l.D. 
D.U.L 
MAXIMUM PENALfi 
6 months jail plus $SOO fine 
$SOO fine 
12 montm jail plus $1000 fine 
12 mollW jail plus $1000 fine 
12 months jail plus $1000 fine 
12 mondw jail plm $1000 fine 
fiPICAL PENALfi 
for first offense 
$238 .00 fine 
$238 .00 fine 
$350, may not have contact with 
the Minor 
$300 - $500 fine, court m.U5t 
notify employer if Defendant 
worlcs for a school 
$SOO fine and chivcts license is 
suspended for 1 year 
V arics.. Driver's I irncsc is 
almost always smpcndcd or 
rcvo�d 
Reasons for Avoiding Competent Scholarship 
"Grades are an individual thing. '-' 
"We're a SOCIAL fraternity." 
"We were really involved; that's why our GPA is low. " 
"My major is more difficult than others. "  
"We just had a bad semester. " 
"The seniors already have a job lined up and don't have time to 
study. " 
"We have special man power needs; we can't be picky about 
who we take into our fraternity. " 
"His grades may be low, but he's a good guy. " 
"Image = Parties + Intramurals" 
From: Karyn Nishimura 
Coordinator, Greek Affairs 
Wichita State University 
MIFCAIMAPCA, 1990 
Twelve Rules for Learning to Listen 
1 .  Keep your mouth closed so, your ears _will stay open. 
2. Listen with all of your senses. . .  . . .  . · _ 
3. Listen with your eyes. Maintain eye contact - it shows that you're hanging onto 
every word. 
4. Listen with your body. Use body language for total awareness. Sit up straig ht, don't 
slouch. Lean forward to be more attentive. Present an alert appearance. 
5. Be a mirror. Smile when the other  person smiles, frown when she frowns and nod 
when she nods. 
6.  Don 't Interrupt. I nterruptions break the speaker's train of  thought. This breeds irri­
tation. 
7. Avoid outside interruptions. 
8.  Avoid sound distractions: Make sure that background music or other conversations 
don't compete with your abi l ity to listen to the speaker. 
9 .  Avoid sight distractions. Don't let an outside view, displays or other people keep 
you r  from l istening. 
1 o. Concentrate. Pay attention to the other person at all times . 
1 1 .  Listen between the lines. Try to hear the "fine print." Often what a person doesn't 
say turns out to be more important than what she does say. A tone of voice, an 
offhand expression , an embarrassed cough - are all signals that the person is say­
ing something, but not in words. 
· · � . . 
1 2. Don 't be an ATANA. An .ATANA is a person who is All Talk and No Action. Make 
sure that your·action is to l isten careful ly. ATANA rushers talk all though parties, 
but never hear anyth ing that is said. As a result, they can't contribute to the Mem­
bership Selection sessions in any meaningful  way. They don't remember details 
and can 't help to make meaningful decisions . 
. �·. ' 
Remember: "Often to. say nothing at all is better than saying a mouthful. · 
Exerpts taken from Hmv sg Sell yqyrylf. by Joe Girard. Warner Books. 1992 
No te Taking 
A .  Firs t Sten - Good Lis te�ing 
1 .  In class , assume a pos ition of phys ical alertness ( many s tudents pay 
closer attention if they sit near the lecturer) . 
2 .  Be mentally alert - concentrate on the lecturer - no knitting . 
. · .  
3 .  Maintain a proper mental attitude ( It helps to :maliz e that the lec turer 
is saving you hours of work by organizing the points of the ·cours e . ) 
4 .  Don ' t be dis tracted by the lecturer ' s  mannerisms , his me thod of deliv­
ery or the quality of his voic e . 
5 .  Lis ten with your mind , no t your emotions - if the lecturer us es a word 
you don ' t like or if you disagre e with him, don ' t s top lis t ening ! 
When you disagree , bring thes e points up for discussion , if you s t ill 
feel they are important . Listening does not mean you accept everything 
you hear . 
6 .  When a�propriate , rais e  ques tions in class - s ometimes this is not 
pos s ible in a tight s chedule . 
B .  Second Sten - Orderliness 
1 • 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
1 .  
a .  
1 0 .  
1 1 . 
1 2 . 
1 3 . 
1 4 .  
Attend lectures faith.fully 
Ke ep notes for each course . in one place 
Take notes on one side of the page only 
Us e a loos.e leaf' notebook or a. file folder for your notes rather than 
a notebook with a fixed binding. 
Record the name and number of the cours�, the date and the lecturer ' s 
name on the first sheet . 
Us e large sheets of paper to give yourself room to indent and s ee the 
pattern of your notes . 
Do not doodle - it interfexes with conoentr�tion and breaks eye contact 
with the lec turer whos e . ges tures and facial express ions give important 
clues for unders tanding and remembering . 
Make your notes complete and clear enough so that they will have mean­
ing for you weeks and months later. 
Write legibly - copying notes is not a. form of review but merely a 
mechanical process . 
Leave blanks for words , phrases , or ideas you think you may have 
missed .  Direc tly after the lecture ask the lecturer o r  a fellow 
s tudent to help you f ill in the gaps . 
Develop your own system of indentation and enumeration. Don' t  indent 
so fa:r that you crowd yourself . 
Develop a system of abbreviations of common words and recurring terms . 
Use a symbol ( asterisk, arrow, or underlining) to mark ideas the 
lecturer emphasizes . 
· 
Mark off assignments tbaf are mixed .·· in with the lectule - also mark 
off other references mentioned . · . . ' 
1 5 . Separate your own thouzhts from t hose of the lecturer - jot down 
questions , etc . 
1 6 .  Be alert for clues - e . g. "You ' ll see this later, " "This is impor­
tant , 11 etc . Watch for enumerations - "There are f our steps , "  
i1 therefore , 11 "furthermore , "  etc . 
1 7 . Always record the lecturer ' s  examples . 
1 8 . Pay as clos e attention to the end of the lecture as to the begin­
ning - many times important material is crammed into the las t 
minutes � 
1 9 .  Record additional idea$ of your own immediately after the lecture . 
20 . Review your notes after lecture and improve the organization if 
necessary . 
C .  General Su��estions 
1 . , Study your text before attending a lecture and glance over the no tes 
from the previous lecture in the c ourse . 
2 .  Write down all f ormulas , sketches and tables . 
; .  Compare your notes with those o r  other students t o  pick up miss ed 
items and to amplify ideas . 
4 .  Take complete notes throughout the whole academic year . 
5 .  Use notes for periodic reviews - daily, weekly, and just before exams • 
• 
D .  Fomat f$. Taking Notej 
1 .  2 - 5 - 1 F�rmat { put on blackboard) 
I 2 "  �<--- ----'')>� 
Reduce ideas and 
facts to concise 
jottings or 
summaries as 
Recite clues . 
( to be done as 
soon after the 
lecture as 
poss ible) 
Record the lecture as fully and as 
meaningfully as possible . 
See � C\n� - - Bo yer -
s-+u cl�t � u u...�ss � 
\\)'"''� s+r�t �' 
a .  Steps to !ollow: ':) �\ - b b� b 
Reflect : 
This space 
£or your 
own ideas 
and 
synthes es 
-
Reco;,-d 
Reduce 
Recite (covering 5 "  column - using jottings to recall lec ture) 
Reflect - . .  · . 
; 1view ( repeating recita.tion every we�k or so - to retain 
what has been learned) . 
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Semesters Above the All Men's GPA by Fraternity since 1 990 
Beta Sigma Chi Phi* 
Theta Pi* Alpha 
Epsilon* 
Delta 
Tau 
Delta 
Sigma 
Chi 
Sigma 
Nu 
Lambda Pi Kappa Sigma Pi 
Chi Alpha 
Alpha 
Sig Ep has never, ever, been below the All Fraternity GPA 
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Sigma Phi Epsilon, Grades, and Graduation 
One question many students (and their parents) ask when they consider joining a 
fraternity is their chances of graduating if they get involved in such an organization. 
At Eastern Illinois University, about two-thirds of the students who entered from 1 990-
1 996 graduated within six years: http://www.eiu.edu/directives/gradrates.php. From 
1 990 - Spring 1998, 266 men joined Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Of those men, 243 
(91.4 %) have graduated (2 1 9) or left the chapter in good academic standing (24). Many, 
such as John Crotty, an engineer who graduated from the University of Illinois, have 
gone on to serve as a fraternity volunteer. Since 2001 he has been the Chapter Counselor 
of the University of California-San Diego chapter. 
A good fraternity is a value-added organization� In terms of earning the graduation 
diploma, there is a 24 per cent value-added benefit from joining the Illinois Nu Chapter 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Sigma Phi Epsilon has been first place in fraternity 
grades for 1 5  of the 28 semesters that we have been on campus. We get our work done, 
we get our grades, and we graduate on time. 
Of course, the interpretation above depends of three things: (I) that you are like the 
brothers who have joined Sigma Phi Epsilon in the past, (2) that you respond to the 
faculty as they did, and (3) that the faculty will respond to you as they did our past 
brothers. Like them, if you get your work done, you will get your grades. 
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How many times do we say, " Let's do lunch some time . . .  " 
and really do not get around to making the commitment? 
Here are some suggestions for making and keeping 
commitments : 
1 .  Don't make commitments you do not plan to keep. Most 
people like to pretend that these "casual" commitments do not 
count. That is NOT true. Every time we give our word, it 
counts. 
2.  Learn to say, "No. " 
3 .  Make conditional agreements. "I'll be there, unless . . .  " .  Use 
the condition only with agreements you want and plan to keep. 
4.  Keep the commitments you make. 
5 .  Write commitments down. Keep a calendar of some kind 
and write agreements down, including agreements you make 
with yourself. 
6. Renegotiate at the earliest opportunity. As soon as a possible 
conflict arises, get in touch with whomever it is you hc;ive an 
agreement. Unless the original agreement was conditional, 
however, the way in which you renegotiate an agreement is 
important. 
-from Do It, by John-Roger & Peter Mc Williams, 
Los Angeles, CA. : Prelude Press, 1 990, p. 28 1 -285 . 
Simply Stated: Do What You Say You Will Do 
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Qu a l i t y 
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Example: If you have completed two semesters of work and have 30 credit hours completed with 
a GPA of 2.7333, you have about 82 grade points. 30 credits/82 grade points = 2.7333 
If you take 1 5  credit hours this next semester, and earn a 2.46 (two B's and two C's), you 
will have compiled an additonal 3 8 grade points: 
Course A 2.00=C 3 CRx2 = 6 Grade Points 
Course B 3 .  OO=B 3 CRx3 = 9 Grade Points 
Course C 3 .00=B 4 CRx3 = 12 Grade Points 
Course D 2.00=C 5 CRx5 = H Grade Points 
15 CR 37 Grade Points . . . . .  1 5/37 = 2.4666 
If you take 1 5  credit hours and earn a 3.0 (straight B's), you will have 45 grade points 
If you take 1 5  credit hours and earn a 3 . 53 (two A's and two B's), you will have 53 grade 
points. (Note that from a 2.53, it takes only an additional 16 grade points to have Honors 
grades! )  1 5/53 = 3.5333 
Now, what will be your cumulative GPA at the end of three semesters if you earn a 2.46, a 
3 . 00, or a 3 . 53? 
Case One (2.53) : 45/(82+37) = 2.644 
Case Two (3 .00): 45/(82+45) = 2.822 
Case Three (3 .53): 45/(82+53) = 3 .000 
When "push comes to shove" only the person with the 3 .000+ marks will have a strong 
chance to get Summer Internships with major corporations, and the opportunity for a Graduate 
Assistantship help pay their way through Graduate School. This is true particularly in majors like 
business, psychology, the humanities and education. The choice of the grades you earn is yours, 
made five minutes at a time. Think about it, then get your work done and get your grades ! 
TAKE TIME TO WORK, 
IT IS THE PRICE OF SUCCESS. 
TAKE TIME TO THINK, 
IT IS THE SOU RCE OF POWER. 
TAKE TIME TO PLAY, 
IT IS THE SECRET OF PERPETUAL YOUTH. 
TAKE TIME TO READ, 
IT IS THE FOU N DATION OF WISDOM. 
TAKE TIME TO BE FRIENDLY, 
IT IS THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS. 
TAKE TIME TO LOVE ,AN D BE LOVED, 
IT IS THE PRIVILEGE OF TH E GODS. 
TAKE TIME TO SHARE, 
LIFE IS TOO SHORT TO BE SELFISH. 
TAKE TIME TO LAUGH,  
LAUGHTER IS THE MUSIC OF THE SOUL. 
Author Unknown 
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A Father's 
Instructions J or Uf e 
Condensetlfrom "l .1n:'s Lln1 .t: INSTRU<:TION RooK� 
1·1 . .JACKSON l\ROWN , .J R. 
Y EAltS AGO, I rt•;td lhal it WO\S lhc: n.'Sl�insihi!ity i,f · ·p;1 rcms not lo pave the road fi 1r theic d1\l� l�t·n. 11ur to provide a roml map. So, :1s my suit,  Atl:un, pre­
pared to leave for college, I jutted down a !Cw words of 
counsel and put thl·m in  a dime-store hinder: Afh.·r his 
mother :ind I had helped him move into his tliJrlll; I pre­
sented him with the bound pages. 
A few days later, Adam called me. "Dad," he s:1itl, 
"the book is one of the best gifts I 've ever rt.'Ccivctl. rm 
going to add to it and s0mcday give i t  to my son." Ev­
ery. once in a while l ife hands you a moment so precious, · 
so overwhelming, that you almost glow. I had jwa ,cxp�-
ricnccd one. 
· 
Here arc the words I gave him. 
� -----
,,,. . ....... .... . 
Complinuml three peoplt� tmch c lny. 
Watch a st1 Jtrii1t� n t  fonst o nct� u yt•n r. 
Overl i p  h rt�a kfust wni t rt�sst�s.  
Look pt�oph� i n  t lrn eyt�. 
Sny " t h a n k  you" n lo t . 
,.,., • unu wst�nw IOOIC: CC'>M'nw\ttt c· '"' "' .. .IAC"Ak'IN lnowN ,,. IS l'lllll lSHl O  • M4'Wleo.t• •• 
l•I H AHO .. l'Al'lfteAClil At Uff IY ""llfDl.1f .. , "''Ill , . .  UllAO A¥f SQUtH MA�tYtl l t  .. .... >11tt 
Say .. pleast�" a lo t .  
Live herwa t h  your means . 
B u y  w h a tever k i tls n rc 
sel l i n g  on curd tuh fos i n  
t l l l' i r  fron t yanls . 
Tre a t  evl'rymw you meet us 
y o u  w a n t  to l w  t rt•a tcd . 
Donal t� two pints  
o f  h lneul  eve ry yt�n r. 
Make m�w frit•ncls h u t  
clwrish t l w  ole l  o nes . 
Ke•e•p st•cret s .  
Don ' t  waste t i m e  leu rn i n.g 
the " t ri e ·ks of the t rntle . "  
l 11st 1•u 1 I ,  lc�urn tlu� t rut le .  
A d m i t  yo u r  mi11 t ukC'ii . 
Be hra n• .  Ev1•n i f  you ·re not , 
p rt• le rul to he.  
No one e ·a n tt- 1 1  the  t l i fference. 
Ch1 1 1 1s1• a ch a r i t y  i n  your 
c•emrn m n i t y  uml support  it  
g1• nf'ro1 1s ly with you r 
l i rn r  u n t l  money. 
H1·11 1 l  t lw Uill  of High t s .  
ll s1• e-rt· c l i t  c a rds only  for 
t• 1 1nvt•n ie •n 1·e• , rwvt�r  for c n�t l i t .  
. ··-·- - -- - --- - · -- ·  . . - -·-- - --···- . . . 
Never chea t .  
Give yourself a ye ar and rea<l 
the Ilihlc cover to cover. 
Lea rn to listen . Opportu n i ty 
sometimes knocks very softly. 
Nevt�r deprive someone of hope; 
it might be all he or she has. 
Pray not for things , but for 
wistlom und courage . · 
Never take action when 
you ' re angry. 
Have good posture .  
Enter a rpom with purpose 
and confidence� . 
Don't 1l iscui1s husiness in eleva tors .  
Yt\U never k n o w  who 
may overhear you .  
Never puy fo r  work befo re 
it's completed . . 
De willing to lose a battle 
in o rcler to win the wur. 
Don' t  gossip .  
Dcware of the person w h o  
has nothing to lose . 
Whe n fuc i n g u d i fficu l t  task , 
act  a s  though i t  i s  
impossible Lo fa i l .  I f  you ' re 
going a ft e r  Mohy Dick , 
take a long the  tar tar  sauce� .  
Don ' t  spreatl y o u rsel f too t h i n .  
Lea rn t o  sa y 1 10  
pol i tely anti  e 1 u i ckly .  
D o n ' t  expect  l i fe to  1 1 1! fu i r-. 
i 
Never u 11 1 l e rm1timatc t l w  
power of  forgiverwsM . 
l ns lcucl o f  u s i ng  t l w  wo rc l 
problem , try  s u hs t i t u t i ug 
the worcl opport1t11ity. 
Never 'va l k  o u t  0 1 1  
a qua rrel w i t h your w i fo .  
Regarding  fu rn i tu re a n d  clothes :  
i f  you th i n k  y ou ' l l h e  usi ng I.hem 
five ycar·s o r  l o 1 1 gc r, hny th1• hcst 
you c a n  a fford . 
De holcl  u m !  con rugt!ous.  
Wlwn yon look hack 
o n  you r l i fe ,  you ' l l regret 
the t i r i n gs y o u  e l i d n 't c l o 
n10n! t h a n  t lw  onci; you t l i c l .  
Ft>r"Cl com m i l l c•!S . New, 1 1 1 1 l 1 l c! ,  "' 
world-changi n g  i t lcas  a l wu ys rome 
from one pt�rson work i n g  a l 1 1 1 1 1! .  
S t reet m u s i ci a ns a rc: u t reasu re: . 
S to p  f o r  a 1 1 1 0 1 1 1e 1 1 t u n c l l islcn ; 
then leave a smal l  t l o n a t i o n .  
\Vlwn fac-rd w i t h a se rious 
hea l t h  p ro l i lc m , µ;ct a t  l c�as t t h ree 
l l l t' c l i c a l  o p i n i o n s .  . 
Wage! w a r  a g a i n s t  l i t teri ng. 
After c1 1c1 1 1 1 1 1 tcr i 1 1g  i n ferior 
imrv i c:t! , fooc l  o r  p rod ucts,  
hring i t  l o  t lw a t ten tion 
o f  t he pcnmn in ch a rg1! . 
Gooc l 1 1 1a rw g1•rs w i l l  
u p p rce· i a t 1 • k n ow i ng. 
Don ' t  p rocruii t i n a lc • .  
Oo w l i n t  rw1 � c l s  c l u i n g  wlwn 
i t  nccc ls  l o  l ie  t lone.  
Gt! t  you r p r i o ri t ic �s s t ra igh t .  
N o  o n e  e •vc r s a i c l  o n  hi11 
tlt�u thl ie !e l ,  .. ( ; t·e• , i f  l ' c l  only spe•n l  
m o re l i nw u l  t h1! offie•1: ."  
D on ' t  I l l' a fru i c l t o  suy 
• • 1  1 l o n ' t  k now. " 
Don ' l  1 1 1! u f  rn ic l  to suy 
••I ' 1 1 1  so rry. " 
M u  kt! a l i s t  of 25 t h i ngs 
you w a n t  Lo c -xp1 ! ri 1 ! 1 1cc l l C 'fore• 
y o u  d i e .  Ca rry i t  i n  you r 
w a l l e t  a l l f l  n�for to i t  ufte•n . 
Ca l l  you r  mother. 
Please Hear What I Am Not Saying 
Do not be fooled by me. 
Do not be fooled by the face I wear. 
For I wear a mask, I wear a thousand masks, 
masks that I am afraid to take off, 
and none of them are me. 
Pretending is an art that is second nature with me, 
but do not be fooled, for God's sake, do not be fooled. 
I give you the impression that I am secure, 
that all is sunny and unruflled with me, 
within as well as without, 
that confidence is my name and coolness my game, 
that the wat� is calm and I am in command, 
and that I need no one. 
But do not believe me. 
Please. 
My surface may seem smooth, but my surface is a mask, 
My ever-varying and every-concealing mask. 
Beneath lies no smugness, no complacence. 
Beneath swells the teal me in ronfusion, in fear, in aloneness. 
But I hide this. 
I do not want anybody to. know it. 
I panic at the thought of my weakness and fear beillg exposed. 
That is why I frantically ;ereate a mask to hide behind, 
a nonchalant, sophisticated facade, to help me pretend, 
to shield me from the glance that knows. 
But such a glance is precisely my salvation. My only salvation. 
And I know it. 
That is, if it is followed by acceptance, if it is followed by love. 
It is the only thing that can liberate me, from myself, 
kfrom my own self-built prison walls, 
from the barriers that I so painstakingly erect. 
It is the only thing that will assure me of what I cannot assure myself, 
that I am really worth something. 
But I do not tell you this, I do not dare. I am afraid to! 
I am afraid you will think less of me, that you will laugh, 
and your laugh would kill me� 
I am afraid that deep down I ·am nothing, that I ·am just no good, 
and that you will see this and reject me. 
So I play my game, my desparate pretending game, 
with a facade of assurance witho� and a trembling child within. 
And so begins a parade ofmasks, . 
the glittering' but empty parade of masks. 
And my life becomes a·ftont. 
I idly chatter to you in the suave tones ofsurface talk. 
I tell you e\rerything that is really nOtbin& . 
and nothing of what is evetythiiig, ofWhat· is crying within me. 
So when I am going through my routine do not be fooled by what I am saying. 
. , I 
, : . · '  . 
· BE H ER E  TODAY 
LOO K TO TH I S  DAY, 
FO R YESTERDAY I S  ALREADY A D R EAM 
AN D TOMORROW O N LY A VI S ION 
BUT TODAY 
WELL LIVED, MAKES EVERY 
YESTER DAY A DREAM OF 
HAP P I N ESS AN D EVERY TOMORROW 
A VIS ION O F  HOPE. 
LOO K  WELL 
TH EREFORE TO 
TH I S  DAY. 
. ··: ' :' ( 
AUTHOR UNKNOWN 
SIGMA Pm EPSILON FRATERNITY 
STATEMENT ON CHAPTER & INDIVIDUAL 
· ·RESPONSIBD11TY 
This statement embodies the values and expectations of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity for all 
fraternity entities and membership categories, including a'lumni and volunteers. 
Respect & Care for 8elf & Others 
The Fraternity will operate in. such}ni�er as to exhibit�i'espect, care, and concern. The Fraternity 
abhors any form!;()f sexually abusive · behftvior collectively or by an individual, be it physical, 
mental, · or emotional in riature. Neither a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter nor any member thereof 
should encourage, support, or participate in any action which in any manner demeans, belittles, · or 
damages another person. 
Alcohol & Drugs 
1 . The possession and/or use of alcoholic beverages while participating in any fraternity event, or 
in any situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, will be consistent with all campus, city, 
county, state laws, and all the policies of the Fraterftty. Every chapter event must ensure that 
no alcohol can be consumed by minors. ·; 
2. The direct or indirect purchase of alcoholic beverages by the chapter using chapter funds or by 
any member on behalf of the chapter or through any type of fund is against Sigma Phi 
Epsilon's risk management policies. The purchase and/or use of a bulk quantity of alcoholic 
beverages (i.e., kegs or case(s) of beer/wine) is prohibited. 
3.  There will be no possession, use, and/or sale of illegal drugs or controlled substances at any 
chapter facility, fraternity event, or any event which would be associated with the Fraternity. 
4. No chapter should associate the Fraternity's name with any event sponsored by an alcohol 
distributor, charitable organization, or tavern (tavern defined as an establishment generating 
more than half of annual gross sales from alcohol) where alcohol is given away, sold, or 
otherwise provided to those present. 
5. No chapter should co-sponsor or co-finance a function where alcohol is purchased by any of the 
host chapters, groups, or organi7Jltions. 
6. There should never be any alcohol available during membership recruitment activities. 
7. Open parties, meaning those with unrestricted access by non-members, are not in the best 
interest of the chapter or the Fraternity and should not occur. 
8. No brother or new member should condone, tolerate, encourage, or participate in the abuse of 
alcohol. 
9. There should never be any alcohol available during any membership education program/event. 
Failure to comply with these guidelines will result in disciplinary action including revocation of the 
chapter's charter. Additionally, failure to follow these guidelines could jeopardiz.e a chapter's (or 
individual member's) general liability insurance coverage. 
· 
Member Development 
The principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon and those of a chapter and its members are based on high 
ethical and moral behavior, and the expression of respect and care for self and others. 
Therefore, hazing has no place in Sigma Phi Epsilon. Hazing is a criminal act in most states. 
Hazing activities are defined as: 
"Any action taken or situation created, whether on or off fraternity 
premises, to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrass­
ment, harassment, or ridicule. Such activities may include, but are 
not limited to, the following: use of alcohol; paddling in any 
form; creation of excessive fatigue; physical and psychological 
shocks; morally degrading or humiliating games and activities; 
late work sessions which interfere with scholastic activities; and 
any other activities which are not consistent with fraternal law or 
ritual, the regulations and policies of the educational institution or 
applicable local, state, or federal law." 
Fire, Health & Safety 
{' 
To better ensure the safety of its members and � each chapter should strive to meet the 
following expectations: 
· 
1 .  Comply with all local fire and health codes. 
2. Post emergency numbers for fire, police, and ambulance beside all 
common phones. Also post evacuation routes from chapter facilities in the 
common areas and on the back of each sleeping room door. 
3 .  Comply with engineering recommendations as reported by the insurance 
company. 
4. Keep a neat and orderly house. Good housekeeping is essential. 
Education 
Each student member, as part of his regular fraternity education experience, shall be educated 
about, and reminded of, his responsibilities as a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILO� FRATERNITY 
GENERAL LIABILITY POLICY EXCLUSIONS 
SigEp has liability insurance to protect its members and volunteers while acting within the scope of their 
membership . Criminal or illegal acts are not an insurable risk and are certainly outside the scope of 
fraternity membership. 
In 1 997, specific wording was endorsed or added to our general liability policy to both emphasize and 
clarify some behaviors that are not condoned and will not be tolerated. Members and volunteers should 
bear the financial burden of their personal decisions to break the law. Remember, however, that all 
known illegal behavior will be excluded from coverage, not just the four listed below. 
SEXUAL ABUSE OR AssAULT EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded byfitis policy shall not apply to any 
person( s) who directly causes or perpetrates sexual abuse or assault toward any person. 
This exclusion applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the 
aforementioned actions. This exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not 
directly cause, or perpetrate, the excluded action. 
llAZING EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any 
person(s) who directly perpetrates hazing toward any person. This exclusion applies to 
any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned actions. 
This exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not directly perpetrate the 
excluded action. 
AssAULT & BATTERY ExCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any 
person(s) who directly inflicts assault or battery upon any other person. This exclusion 
applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned 
actions. The exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not directly inflict the 
excluded action. 
ALcOBOL & DRUG EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liability Policy is amended as follows: 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy does not apply to any 
member(s) or new member(s) who: 
• purchases alcohol with chapter funds; 
• sells alcohol; or 
• possesses, sells, or uses illegal drugs. 
This exclusion applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the 
aforementioned actions. This exclusion does not apply . to those insureds who do not 
participate iii the excluded action. 
CRISIS MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
It Can Happen to You... Be prepared to react quickly and effectively should the unforeseen 
happen. 
Educate members before a crisis: 
• Review procedures in the membership development program. The first 
priority should be the health and safety of each member, and the chapter in general .  
All  members must know who is  in charge and be prepared to follow instructions. 
• The president should t .. ke charge of an emergency situation. The president 
may, and perhaps should, consult with other members who possess more expertise 
or insight. The final decision, however, must rest with the president. 
• If the president is absent, the next ranked officer is in charge. Al l chapter 
officers should know where to find a copy of the chapter's emergency procedures. 
Initial steps: 
• The president (or next in line) takes charge. 
• Call emergency number(s), usually 9- 1 - 1 ,  so appropriate emergency personnel 
(pol ice, fire, ambulance) can respond. 
• Close the chapter house at once. The president cannot give instructions and 
maintain control if members are leaving and strangers are entering. Perm it only 
your members and appropriate officials to enter. Assign one or more respons ible 
members to calmly guard the door. 
• Notify your chapter counselor: 
Telephone: -------------------------
• Notify Headquarters-{804) 353 - 1 90 1-<luring business hours or the S igma Phi 
Epsilon 24-hour crisis hot line-{804) 257-7666-after business hours. A 
member of the Headquarters staff will  contact you within 1 5  minutes. 
• Assemble your members in a group (in case of fire, assemble outside, in front 
near the street). 
=> All should remain calm.  
=> Explain there is an emergency, but that i t  is under control .  
=> Remind members that only the president or chapter counselor can speak for 
the Fraternity-· members are not to speak to anyone about the crisis.  
=> Do not discuss details, speculate on events or otherwise elaborate on the 
situation. Often, l itigation follows crisis. Statements made could later be used 
in court. 
• Contact appropriate campus officials: 
Telephone: ----------------------
• Fully cooperate with appropriate authorities. 
Dealing with the media: 
• If contacted, only the president or chapter counselor should speak for the chapter. 
• A void "no comment" as it leads to speculation. Instead, make a simple statement: 
=> We are aware that an incident occurred and are cooperating fully with the 
police and university officials who are investigating. 
=> Do not change this response because you are asked the same question several 
different ways. 
• Never release names or adm it l iabi l ity. 
Serious injury or death of a member: 
• DO NOT NOTIFY THE PARENTS. Medical or pol ice personnel who are 
trained in this will notify the family. You should always have parent/guard ian 
information on file available to proper authorities. After you know that the fam i ly 
has been notified, it is appropriate for a chapter representative to call and share 
your concern. 
• In  the event of a death, do not remove any personal items from the room . Do not 
let members enter the room . Al low only authorized personnel to enter the room. 
If possible, keep the door locked. Ask the family what their wishes are in regard to 
the member's possessions. You may offer to pack them in boxes, but it is more 
l ikely that the family wil l  want to do this themselves. Before they arrive, be sure 
that any borrowed items are returned. When the family arrives, have empty boxes 
avai lable and offer your help. Understand that this is a difficult time for them and 
they may want privacy. 
• Coordinate member attendance at the funeral or memorial service. Along with 
your chapter counselor, d iscuss with the fam ily or the fam i ly's  clergyman the 
possibil ity of conducting Sigma Phi Epsi lon' s  memorial service, which is avai lable 
through Headquarters. 
• In the case of serious injury or i l lness, find out the vis itation wishes of the fam i ly 
and coordinate this with members of the chapter. 
• S igEps outside your chapter may want to help. Headquarters should coordinate the 
appropriate responses . 
Follow-up : 
• University staff are usual ly avai lable for member counsel ing and general 
assistance. Indiv idual and group counsel ing is strongly recommended fol lowing 
any crisis s ituation. 
• An Incident Report Form should be filled out and sent to Headquarters 
within 24 hours of the incident. 
· ·CONSENSUAL SEX OR SEXUAL ASSAULT? 
. Sexual harassment is words or actions of a sexual nature that continually or repeatedly annoy and/or 
disturb an individual. These words or actions make the victim feei anxiety, anger, or discomfort. 
Sexual assault or rape is a physical attack of a sexual nature. It includes, but is not limited to, date or 
acquaintance rape, stranger rape, and gang rape. It is a crime of aggression, dominance, and violence. 
Legal definitions of rape vary from state to state but, generally, it is defined as: 
Forced sex, against the will of the victim; and sex with a person who is unable to resist OR GIVE 
CONSENT due to the effects of alcohol or drugs. 
Allegations of rape have sut:faced after: 
D Large, open parties, with no alcohol management where a stranger assaults a guest. 
D Cajoling or pressuring a date to have sex after she said no, especially if sexual contact takes place 
after she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs and, worse yet, not of legal drinking age. 
There are huge costs associated with these claims, both human and financial. 
D Allegations alone can affect a person's reputatiof. 
D If criminal charges are filed, the dollars necessary for defense are large, and most attorneys must 
be paid "up front" before they will defend you. (SigEp's liability policy will not cover the 
defense or judgement in these situations.) 
D Sanctions can include time in prison. 
What the chapter should do: 
D Follow the "Smart Events" guidelines. 
D Parties should create an atmosphere that fosters respect for all individuals. 
D Recruit members who respect others as well as themselves. 
D Educate members on sexual assault/harassment awareness. 
D Educate members that alcohol will decrease inhibitions, not increase sex drive. 
D Hold individual members accountable for their actions. 
What individuals should do: 
D If a member is thinking about having sex with someone but doesn't have the courage to discuss it 
with that person, then he shouldn't have sex. 
D A member should not have sex with anyone who has not clearly said "yes" while sober. 
D If a member has any doubts at all, then he should not have sex. 
0 Remember, "NO" ALWAYS MEANS "NO." 
D 
D 
D 
If a partner says "maybe," or "I'm not sure," assume "NO" is the answer. 
If a member is getting mixed signals, he should assume ''NO" is the answer. 
And, a member should be certain his partner is at least 1 8  years old. 
A final thought. . . Do you have the right to end a sexual encounter at any time during that encounter for 
any reason whatsoever? Of course you do! ·so why shouldn't your date have the same right? 
To My Grown-Up Son 
Alice E. Chase 
My hands were busy through the day, 
I didn't have much time to play 
The little games you asked me to. 
I didn't have much time for you. 
I'd wash your clothes, I'd sew and cook, 
But when you'd bring your picture book 
And ask me, please, to share your fun, 
I'd say, "A little later, Son. " 
I'd tuck you in all safe at night, 
And hear your prayers, tum out the light, 
Then tiptoe softly to the door. 
I wish I'd stayed a minute more. 
For life is short, and years rush past, 
A little boy grows up so fast. 
No longer is he at your side. 
His precious secrets to confide. 
The picture books are put away, 
There are no children's games to play, 
No good-night kiss, no prayers to hear. 
That all belongs to yesteryear . . .  
My hands once busy, now lie still. 
The days are long and hard to fill . 
I wish I might go back and do 
The little things you asked me to. 
Yea and Nea: On Being an Optimist Realist 
By Abraham Maalow 
Contributor'• note: When Abraham Maslow became f&moua in the 1960'• as a leader of bumanlatlc psycboloe:y, be 
frequently found himaclf crltici.zed for belnt too optlmiatlc-veo a Pollyanna-about human nature and its potential. 
Maslow never accepted such criticism as valid, and Indeed, newed moat aelf-proclalmed realists as etotlatlcally frus­
trated, even embittered former idealists . In thl• unpublished article , written in October 1967, Maslow offered an 
explicit personal statement about this i .. ue. 
I do not accept the general tendency in our fashionable Intellectual world of literary crtticism, art 
and music, crtticism, and political commentary. The general tone in this world of public writers and 
talkers is to stress h elplessness. anguish. and powerlessness. Their typical message is that no one 
can affect the world, the government. other people,  or even the self. There are some individuals who 
are exceptions to my statement,  but they are few compared to the general tendency to be pessimistic, 
anguished,  whining, and self-pitying. 
I must confess that I just do not feel this way. I do lli21 feel helpless, manipulated, or hopeless. I 
feel myself to be my own boss. I feel active and self-directing. I have some say in determining my fate. 
And as I look back over my life, I always have. 
For instance,  I recently wrote a protest letter to my two United States Senators concerning the 
mtlitary take-over in Greece. If my letter does not in itself change our foreign policy, I do nQi_give up or 
declare that ·It's no u se" or ·Nobody listens to me" or ·rve wasted my time."  I have nQ1. wasted my 
time, I would feel. I have done what one person among two hundred million people can do. 
Why should I expect to determine Amertcan foreign policy all by myself? Why should I expect a 
couple of letters to affect the whole hierarchy of government? Am I the only person in the world? In 
the United States? Wouldn't such disillusionment and disappointment over the lack of response to my 
letters imply that I would then want to be dictator? To determine foreign policy all by myself? To have 
my own way? How about other people and their opinions? 
I feel very democratic and realistic about this matter. There are many other people involved and 
they certainly h ave different opinions. I think it is eminently compatible with human dignity-indeed.  
necessary for my own digntty�that I clearly have my say. But it  is not necessary for my personal 
dignity that everybody agrees with me immediately or falls into place as soon as I give the word . 
I accept fully the democratic prtnciple of being a •good loser" and a •good sport" about a political 
decision made democratically. If I am outvoted, my way is to assume good will and honest intentions 
(until the evidence contradicts this view) . to swallow my disappointment or anger, to sh ake h ands and 
say lbe voice of the people has spoken."  
And then I will keep on trying to make my voice heard. or my arguments accepted. This is  also a 
course within the democratic procedure .  
I n  another context. many people expertence shock, disillusionment an d  hopelessness u pon learn­
ing that a trusted frtend has behaved in a bad way. But this is the same kind of mistake-eve n  a 
ch1ldish one-of demanding omnipotence,  omniscience , and in this case .  even an ·x-ray"eye . 
I have learned to take for granted that many people with whom I'm close , or who charm me at first 
sight. or who look very noble to me. will slowly go downhill in my opinion as I get to know them better 
and watch them behave in a wider variety of situ ations. (Fortunately. this is not always true. Often 
enough , the more intimate and lengthy the relationship , the �I respect or love that person) . 
Shall I become disillusioned if somebody with whom I casually chatted in our first meeting is 
subsequ ently revealed to be surprtsingly foolish, Inefficient. or malicious so that I become less 
charmed and respectful? Why should I expect to be a wizard. an all-seeing eye? Why should I expect 
to make infalllble and u nchangeable judgments on the basis of a brtef conversation? Of cou rse. one 
does not get to know a person well in a first contact. For my part, I keep in mind that first impressions 
are often less likely to be better than tenth impressions because people . understandably. generally 
seek to make a favorable impression upon first meeting. 
In short. I don't seek perfection in human nature.  To do so is a big mistake and a sure path 
toward disillusionment and unhappiness in life . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Editor'• note: INFOCHANGE la deliehtcd to publish this article written by one of humanlatlc 1>9ycholoey'• treatcat influ­
ences , Abraham Maslow. Thia la the flnt of a aerie• of articles prorided by Edward Hoffman, Maslow'• biotrapber, who 
offered these manuacrlpts to Nels Goud, p&At-Prcaldent of AHEAD and INFOCHANGE Contributfne Editor. Hoffman, 
himself will be contrlbutlot article• In the future. 
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The Bridge Builder 
An old man, going a lone highway, 
Came at the evening, cold and gray, 
To a chasm, vast and deep and wide, 
Through which wa.S flowing a sullen tide. 
The old man crossed in the twilight dim; 
But he turned when safe on the other side 
And built a bridge to span the tide. 
"Old man, " said a fellow pilgrim near, 
"You are wasting strength with building here; 
Your j oumey will end with the ending day; 
You never again must pass this way; 
You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide-­
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?" 
The builder lifted his old gray head: 
"Good friend, in the path I have come, " he said, 
"There followeth after me today 
A youth whose feet must pass this way. 
This chasm that has been naught to me 
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be. 
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim; -
Good friend, I am building the bridge for him. " 
Will Allen Dromgoole 
. \ . . 
•ON KNO!iING WHO RAS WHAT :�. l:T TAKES ,•AND WHO DOESN ' T  
To : 
From : 
Jesus , S on o f  Joseph 
Na z areth , Gal ilee 
· ! . . ' � . .. . I,. :. � 
\ '... , \ >  " • ' ".., · ' ..:. :",, ·i; "', 
Jorda n  Management · ·;cohsiiYt��{t!:s · · � · '  , ., · 
Jerusa l em ,  I s ra e l  , " :. '· . : , > 
· . . . ;'"""'\ • :  · ·· . 1 : · ·  ·1 ' 
Dear S ir ,  
Thank you for s ubmit t i ng the resume s o f  the twe lve men you 
hava p icked for pos itions in your new organ i z ation .  · Al l of them 
have now taken our battery _ o f  tests ; and we have not only run the 
results through our compute r ,  but a l s o  arranged pers .::m a l  inte rv i ews 
for each of them with ou.-.:.· p sychological and vocat ional aptitude 
consultants . The p ro f i les of a l l  tests a re enclosed and you wi l l  
want to s tudy each o f  them care ful l y . 
. . 
I t  is the sta f f  op i�io� that mo st o f  your nominees are l acking 
in background , education and vocational apt itude for the type o f  
enterpri s e . you are undertaking . _ They d o  not have the team concept . 
We wou l d  recommend that _you cont inue your sea rch for pers ons o f  
experi en�e in managerial abil ity and p roven capac ity . 
.. 
S imon- Peter i s  emotic;ma l ly unstab l e  and g iven to f its o f  
temper . Andrew has abs olutely n o  qual.i t i e s  o f  l eadership . - The two 
brothers., . James and John the s ons o �  .. Z �bede e L  place pers onal 
interest - above-· company· loyal ty. Thoma s demonstrates u. s kept i c a l  
attitude that would tend - to -undermine mora l e . W e  feel t h a t  i t  i s  
our_- respons ibil ity t o  inform'' ypu·  that Matthew has been b l ackl i sted 
by the -Greater· Jerusal em- Better .. Bus iness Bureau . _ _  Jame s , the s on 
o�- Alphaeus·, .'-·and. Thaddeus _ de f in itely·- have radical lea n i ngs . 
Moreover ,  they both-registered a- high s core- on W man i c -depress ive 
scale . 
_ . - _ .. · . · - . 
-=- � - _ · . -
_ . · _ · . .  -
- · one of · the :c�didates , ti9wever � shows great .potent i a l . ·He i s  
a man o f  abil:ity..:..and resour.cefulness ,- meets people wel l ,_. has - a  keen 
b·uslness . mind ( �nd ha. s_ contacts-· in h igh --=-pl aces-.  He ·---i s highly 
motivated, 9-Illb itious and_ a s s ertive . ·  · We rec9mmeng Jude s  I s cariot 
as your . controller ._ana. i:::iglit-hand man . - - A·s to the other p ro f i l es , 
we bel ieve .that '"they� :�re · sel f�exp lariatory .  -- - . - _-: ... 
. We wfsh - you ev:ery= su�cess in you� _ new venture • 
. .  
-
S incerely ,_· _ _ _ 
- Jordan Management · consultants · 
-..... . - .. 
*Engineering Management _society- News J etter� I ssue 69 i- · - -.- . -- - :: 
_ _ _ - - · · · - -
.·· . 
- ·  - . .. -- - . - .-· - . . = -
People are o�en unreasonable, 
illogical, and self-centered; 
forgive them anyway. 
If you are kind, people may accuse you 
of selfish, ulterior motives; 
be kind anyway. 
If you are successful, 
you will win some false friends 
and some true enemies; 
succeed anyway. 
If you are honest and frank, 
people may cheat you; 
· 
be honest and frank anyway. 
What you spend years building, 
someone could destroy overnight; 
build anyway. 
If you find serenity and happiness, 
they may be jealous; 
be happy anyway. 
The good you do today, 
people will o�en forget tomorrow; 
do good anyway. 
Give the world the best you have, 
and it may never be enough; 
give the world the best you've got anyway. 
You see, in the final analysis, · 
it is between you and God; ·. 
It was never betwee.n you and them anyway. 
' . : . .  � 
·, , .... . . 
-Mother Teresa of Calcutta 
"Real friends are those who, when you've m ade a fool of yourself, don't feel 
you've done a permanent job. " 
--U n known 
"Your  companions a re l i ke buttons on an elevator. They wi l l  either take you 
up or  they wil l  take you down . "  
--U n known 
" N othing opens the heart l ike a true friend , to whom you m ay i mpart griefs , 
joys, fears , hopes . . . . and whatever l ies upon the heart . "  
--Francis Bacon 
"A friend is someone who al lows you d istance but is  never far away. "  
--Noah benShea 
"A real friend is one who walks in  when the rest of the world walks o ut. " 
--Walter Winchel l  
"A friend l istens with the heart."  
--Unknown 
'The only way to have a friend is  to be o ne . "  
--Ralph Waldo Emersom 
"A friend is  one to whom one may pour out al l  the contents of one's heart, 
chaff and g ra i n  together, knowing that the gentlest of hands wi l l  take and sift 
it ,  keep what is  worth keeping and, with the breath of ki ndness, blow the rest 
away . " 
--Arabian Proverb 
"Love considers the well-being of others as im portant as its own . "  
--Unknown 
"A good friend remem bers wh at we were and sees what we can be . "  
--J a nette Oke 
"It is  d ifficult to m ake others happy if you are not happy yourself. " 
--F.A. Steel 
" I  can l ive for two months on a good com pl iment . "  
--M a rk Twain 
"A friend is  one with whom you are comfortable,  to  whom you are loya l , 
through whom you a re b lessed , and for whom you are g ratefu l . "  
--Wi l l i a m  Arth u r  Ward 
"What sunshine is  to flowers , s mi les are to humanity. They are but trifles , to 
be sure ;  but scattered a long l ife's pathway, the good they do is 
inconceivable. " 
--Joseph Addison 
Daring Greatly 
It is not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong man 
stumbled or where the doer of deeds could have done better. 
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena: whose face is 
marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes up 
short again and again, who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and 
spends himself in a worthy cause, who at best knows in the end the triumphs of high 
achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so 
that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know niether 
defeat nor victory. 
--President Theodore Roosevelt 
Winners take the time to work -- knowing that they cannot enjoy the view 
unless they climb the mountain. 
E:'J B. · · - ' ! · · ·. '. �"{ Eastern Illinois University 
Alma Mater · 
Words by 
· Isabel McKinney 
Music by 
Friederich Koch 
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Eastern Illinois University 
Alma Mater 
Music by Frederich Koch - Words by Isabel McKinney 
For us arose thy walls and towers; 
Their beau'ty, strength, and grace are ours. 
The hills and prairies at thy feet 
For us in lovely landscape meet. 
So must our hearts remember thee, 
So may our lives our tribute be; 
Strong, true, and beautifal and brave and free, 
So shall our hearts, our hearts, remember thee. 
